
 

 

 

 
M77 Gallery 

Via Mecenate 77, Milan 

presents 

Panic attack 

by Bernardo Siciliano 

 

from Tuesday, March 1th to Friday, May 20th 2016 
Opening: Monday, February 29th 2016, 7.00 PM 

 

M77 Gallery presents Panic Attack, a solo show by Bernardo Siciliano (born in Rome, 1969): a hitherto 
unseen cycle of large-format canvases, made specially for this exhibition that represents an accomplished 

objective for the artist, and at the same time provides a clear and articulate portrait of his work. Siciliano is 

an Italian artist who has been living and working in New York since the 1990s. The show will be open to the 
public from Tuesday, March 1th to Friday, May 21th 2016. 

The panic attack in the exhibition's title refers to something that changed the artist's life: the day when he 
discovered that painting is a ritual capable of alleviating anxiety, slowing heartrate and returning one's rate 

of breathing to normal. A "separate" dimension in which you become immersed and invariably discover 
peace.  

But "panic attack" is also a metaphorical device used by the artist to appropriate a space in the city, and in 

Siciliano's case New York, deliberately excluding any human presence in order to create an empty, 

metaphysical scene that anyone, while observing it, can populate with their own presences, visions or 
ghosts.  

Using a non-sentimental pictorial technique with almost scientific discipline, never indulging in muscular 

virtuosity, Siciliano – by means of unusual viewpoints and perspectives, and very low horizon lines – isolates 

and enlarges apparently "normal" fragments of the city structure, transforming them into blow-ups of 
powerful, silent states of mind. Concentrating on his cityscapes, the only sound that you are able to hear is 

the continuous, rhythmic, methodical sound produced by the brush on the canvas. 

Siciliano has transferred this universal theme – which can be traced through history, from Giotto to Piero 

della Francesca, on to Giorgio De Chirico's metaphysical solitude, Sironi's heroic melancholy, merging into 
Hopper's atmospheres of depression – into a contemporary context, in which the technique of painting, at 

last brought to a dimension of peace within itself and with the world, is given a new conceptual dimension. 

This exhibition therefore represents a valuable opportunity for rekindling discussions on painting, in which 

there is no longer any need for feelings of guilt, inferiority complex, or even worse, sterile debates on value 
that have long since become obsolete. A panic attack can only be followed by absolute calm. 

The exhibition is accompanied by a catalogue curated by Michele Bonuomo. 
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Bernardo Siciliano was born in Rome in 1969, and he lives and works in New York. His most recent solo 
exhibitions include: Panic Attack, Aicon Gallery NY, 2015; The tennis player, Open House, New York, 2013; 

Nude City, MACRO Testaccio La Pelanda, Rome, 2010; Bernardo Siciliano, Forum Gallery, New York, NY, 

2010; Chinatown, Fondazione Durini, Milan, 2006; Liu Hai Su Art Museum, Shanghai, 2006; New Paintings, 
Forum Gallery, New York, 2006; Jet-Lag, Chiostro del Bramante, Rome, 2006; Palazzo della Ragione, Milan, 

2006; Studio Forni, Milan, 2004. Forum Gallery, New York, 2003; Forum Gallery, Los Angeles, CA, 2002; 
Galleria d’Arte Il Gabbiano, Rome, 2002; Studio Forni, Milan, 2002; Istituto Italiano di Cultura, Los Angeles, 

CA, 2002; Ann Nathan Gallery, Chicago, Il, 2002. Siciliano has also taken part in many group shows in Italy, 
Europe and the United States. In 2001 he won the Cairo Communication Prize, in 1998 the XXXII Prix 

International d’Art Contemporain, Montecarlo, and in 1995 the Suzzarra Prize, Mantua and the XXII Sulmona 

Prize, Sulmona, L’Aquila. 
 

 

M77 GALLERY 

 

M77 Gallery opened in May 2014, in a 1000 square metre space located in a strategically-important area of 
the “new” Milan, right opposite what will become the fashion district. 

M77 Gallery was founded by Giuseppe Lezzi with the intention of making it a point of reference for 
perspicacious and well-informed collectors, and a location that constantly explores the most significant 

developments in contemporary art. 

More specifically, the Gallery is dedicated to painting and painters for whom a reference to tradition is an 
important part of their spectacular and meaningful interpretation of modernity. 

M77 Gallery is therefore primarily a cultural project where a vision of the future and the roots of the past 
intertwine in the quest to express the present, the spirit of the age that artists embody in their works with 

sensitivity and intensity, receiving ever-increasing recognition from critics and collectors. 
M77 Gallery has launched an important series of projects with internationally prestigious partners, above all 

by developing contacts with the galleries that are fathoming the new frontiers of the contemporary age all 

over the world. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
 

Panic Attack 
by Bernardo Siciliano 
Curated by Michele Bonuomo 

from Tuesday, March 1th to Friday, May 21th 2016 
Opening: Monday, February 29th 2016, 7.00 PM 
 

M77 Gallery 
Via Mecenate 77 - 20138 Milano 

info@m77gallery.com 
www.m77gallery.com 

tel. 02 84571243 
Opening times: Tuesday to Saturday | 11 AM – 7 PM 

Closed on Mondays 

 


